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sensible heat puts Jason Plato’s
home on the fast-track to
effective heating control
Berkshire-based home
automation company,
Interactive Homes, has called
on the expertise of heating
control specialist Sensible
Heat to help deliver a fully
integrated and efficient
smart home system for the
home of British racing
legend Jason Plato.
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The Hometronic system is interfaced
to the main AMX control network using
a Web Interface. Developed by Sensible
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The Sensible Heat system provides
very precise time setting and
temperature control of the underfloor
heating to optimise comfort levels and
boost fuel efficiency. A special eco
mode maximises energy efficiency still
further. Jason can also select any one
of the pre-programmed ‘Lifestyle’
routines for different usage modes,
(such as, At Home; Away; Summer; etc),
so the barn can be automatically placed
into a chosen comfort setting at the
touch of a button.
Using the Web Interface, Jason can
access the heating control system from
any PC via the internet. It can also be
operated as stand-alone technology via
a manual override which enables Jason
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A Sensible Heat Hometronic system is capable of controlling a wide variety of HVAC

equipment including radiators, underfloor heating, boilers, hot water and air-conditioning
systems. The Hometronic system is proven to bring dramatic improvements in comfort
levels for the homeowner as well as energy savings in the region of 30%. As well as
AMX a Hometronic System can be easily integrated as part of a whole house automation
system run by Crestron, Netstreams, Control4, Savant or RTI. The Hometronic Manager can
also be accessed remotely using wireless technology via the WebManager or a mobile
phone. Based in Lewes, East Sussex, Sensible Heat operates nationwide across the UK and
Ireland, providing a comprehensive design advice, supply, commissioning and after
sales/technical support service.
For more information and further details, visit www.sensibleheat.co.uk
or telephone +44 (0)1273 475834.

